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Be sure to tag us in your creations @IsshoLDS



INGREDIENTS BY NUMBERED BAG

Look for the black labels for your ingredients.

1. 1x Sushi Rice
2. 1x Japanese grown Sushi Nori 1kg
3. 10x Full Sheets
4. 1x Powdered Sushi Seasoning Vinegar 12.5g
5. 10x Shibanuma Japanese Soy Sauce Sachets 5ml
6. 4x White Sushi Ginger Sachets
7. 10x Wasabi Sachets
8. 1x Bamboo Rolling Mat
9. Steamed Edamame (Soya) 150g
10. Salmon and Avocado Roll (Fish, Sesame seeds) 25g
11. Spicy tuna Roll, cucumber, Sriracha (Gluten, Fish, Sesame 

Seeds) 25g
12. Vegetable Zen Roll, fresh vegetables (Soya) 50g
13. Salmon Nigiri (Fish) 25g
14. Tuna Nigiri (Fish, Soya) 25g
15. Prawn Nigiri (Crustacean, Soya) 50g

MAKI ROLLS

A guide to preparing a delicious selection of Maki Rolls.

METHOD

• Set the sushi mat in front of you, you will also need a bowl of water to dip your hands, clingfilm 
and a sharp knife. 

• Lay a nori sheet on the mat, shiny-side down. Dip your hands in the water to stop your hands 
from sticking to the mat, then place handfuls of rice (no more than a cup full) on top of the nori 
sheet. Gently pat and push the rice to cover the nori sheet in a 1cm thick layer. Take the rice to 
reach 3 sides of the nori sheet but leaving the furthest side from you clear by 1 inch.

• Line up your thinly sliced filling across the middle of your rice, don’t use too much and be sure to 
space the ingredients evenly to create a tight uniformed roll. Our favourite is using salmon and 
avocado as a filling combination. 

• Using the mat as a support, lift the edge up and over the filling. Use your fingers to tuck the 
filling into place as you roll. Tuck the mat tightly into a roll so the only nori without the rice is 
exposed, pull back on the mat to tighten the roll. Reposition the matt and roll tightly and 
squeeze gently to secure in place. Carefully remove the matt to reveal the roll.

• Stick down the sides of the nori sheet like a stamp. When you get to the edge with the 1 inch gap 
with no rice, dampen with water and use this to seal the roll.

• Remove the mat from under the roll and roll tightly in cling film ready to slice. Cut the wrapped 
sushi roll in half then each half into 3 segments leaving you with 6 Maki Rolls, between each cut, 
wipe the knife onto a damp towel to stop the knife from getting too sticky. Then unravel the 
cling film ready to serve. Plate up with Wasabi, Ginger and Soy Sauce. 



NIGIRI

A guide to preparing a delicious selection of Nigiri.
.

INGREDIENTS BY NUMBERED BAG

Look for the black labels for your ingredients.

1. 1x Sushi Rice
2. 1x Japanese grown Sushi Nori 1kg
3. 10x Full Sheets
4. 1x Powdered Sushi Seasoning Vinegar 12.5g
5. 10x Shibanuma Japanese Soy Sauce Sachets 5ml
6. 4x White Sushi Ginger Sachets
7. 10x Wasabi Sachets
8. 1x Bamboo Rolling Mat
9. Steamed Edamame (Soya) 150g
10. Salmon and Avocado Roll (Fish, Sesame seeds) 25g
11. Spicy tuna Roll, cucumber, Sriracha (Gluten, Fish, Sesame 

Seeds) 25g
12. Vegetable Zen Roll, fresh vegetables (Soya) 50g
13. Salmon Nigiri (Fish, Soya) 25g
14. Tuna Nigiri (Fish, Soya) 25g
15. Prawn Nigiri (Crustacean, Soya) 50g

METHOD

• Wet your hands. This keeps the rice from sticking to your palm or fingers as you shape the nigiri.

• Take 25g of rice, gently squeeze in palm until it shapes into a firm oval (do not squeeze too hard 
as you want to keep some air inside). Place the oval at the base of your fingers, where they 
meet your palm. Press down gently on the rice with your thumb to keep the rice steady as you 
shape it. Then use the thumb and middle finger of your other hand to shape the sides. Next, 
cradle the rice in your palm and push down on it with your pointer finger. Finally, rotate the 
rice. Repeat these steps Shape, cradle, rotate—three more times. When the rice is perfectly 
formed, it will be firm and flaky. If the rice is too loose, it will fall apart. If it’s too tightly packed, 
it will be dense and chewy. Don’t worry. You’ll get the hang of it.

• Thinly slice the fish of your choice and add it to your workstation. Make sure that knife is razor 
sharp— fresh fish is super delicate, and you want to keep it looking silky smooth, with nice, 
clean edges.

• Place the thinly sliced fish in your hand at the base of your fingers and add a small dab of 
wasabi to the centre and back of the fish. This adds a touch of heat but also helps the fish stick
to the rice. Next, place the rice on top of the fish and press down gently with your pointer 
finger. Flip the piece of sushi over so that the fish faces up, and repeat the same steps as 
before: shape, cradle, rotate. Do this three times total.

• Make a big, beautiful plate for you and your loved ones. Serve this impressive feast with 
Wasabi, Ginger and Soy Sauce.


